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Towards a Methodology for Robust Parameter Identification
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The paper consde the problem of titing, from
expem a data, real Parameters for amodd with un-
ceinty in the foim of both additive noe and mrm
bouded peturbation. Suh mdelsfreuetly arise in
robus control thery, and a framewor is introduced
for the consideration of experimeal dat in robst
cotrl analyn prob_l i the analysis took applied
inude robust stabiliy tess for real parameter varia-
tions (real i), then the fraewwork can be used to ad-
dri the problem of ruobns parameter identificatwn.
Wile the di dhere can qukckly become
computainay overwheming whe applied to physi-
cal system and real data, the approach introduce a
new way of looking at the idetificaon problem and
may be helpfiu in ariving a more tractable method-

1 Introduction

Developments in robust control thery are providing the en-
gineer with the bility fo symatically hadling modds
with inceasingly sophisticated uncertaintY descriPtions, in-
cluding aitive noie together with block structured, norm
boundel perturbations. Dependn on tle assumptions, these
perturbations can represet uncertainties arising from "an-
modeled dynamics" a well as parametric variations. While
there are many important usolved problems, particularly for
models with many perturbations, substantial progress both in
theory and computation has made it possible for these tech-
niques to be applied routindy in engneerig design.

While the synthesis and analysis theories give a rigorous
means of handling a rich of uncertainty descriptions, the
onus is stil: on the desiner to appropriately model the sys-
tem in this more complicatd framework. Robust control de-
sign lead to contrlles that have guaranteed performance and
stability with reset to all members of a model set. Including
physicaly unrealistic models in the model set can make the
design conservative as it may be these models whikh determine
the worst case system behavior. The deigner therefore wants
a model set description which is "tight", in that no phydscaly
unrealistic models are induded, and yet describes all pertinent
behaviors of the physical system.

Identification in the proces of generatig a model from ex-
perimental input-output data. A robust contromodel is more
complicated than the standard linear system transfer function
model - the structure of the uncerainty as well as bounds on
its size must als be specified. Standard identification tech-
niques for linear models with aditive noise are well developed,
but currently there are no rigorous means of obtaining a ro-
bust control model, except in specal cases. The term robust
parameter identification is used here to refer to the problem
of identifying a model which includes norm bounded pertur-
bations. Note that robust is descriptive of the resuting model
- not necessarily the identification technique itself.
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Figue 1: The Generic Structure for Identification and Model
Validation Problems

Pross has been made in what is esentially the con-
verse ofidentification: model vadation. The model validation
qution is "gven a robust control model and an e
input-output datum, does there exist an elemnt of the model
set which can exactly describe the obsrved input-otpat be-
haviorr The reader is rerred to Smith[i] and Smith and
Dyle[21 for details on model validatiot The model valda-
tion approach sets up a fraework for a robustn analy-
sis of systems which incude knwn input and output sgals.
This amework is used here to-nidder the robust parameter
identification problem,

2 Identification, Model Validation, and
Robust Control

Figue 1 shows the sructure that wil be used thrughout
as the generic ide at ad md validation strcture.
In idetificatio expeim ts certai inputs to the system are
known, so the input is partitioned into u and w with rep-
reseting the system inputs that are known, and m represents
the unknown inputs from a spedfied norm-bounded set. The
output p represents the mesred outputs and is assumed to
be known. This model structure, refered to as a linear frac-
tional transomation (LIT), is given by

= [P2.AMI-PA)A t P221+[] (1)
= F(P, A)W

wher the A is a bloc structured normboundd perturbation.
Spae constraints preclude an adequate review of these type
of models.

An engineer having a physical system and wishing to model
it within this frameworkl is immediately faced with a prob-
lem: how to first select the system structure and then specify
bounds on the perturbations and weights on the input and
output sets. An identification methodology is required such
that given input-output expermets, and some asumptions
on the system, the methodloy gives a weighted F.(P,A)
model which wil lead to a satisfactory control design.
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2.1 A Black Box Identification Problem
For any given set of data, a large set of models wiUl be able
to produce the observed data and the measr of siitabil-
ity of these will depend strongly on the design performance
objectives. To illustte this, consider the system shown in
Figre 2.

y _u

Figure 2: An Example Identification Problem

Given any input-output datum y and u, it is possible to
attribute the discrepancies between the nominal behavior (y =
Gu) and the observed behavior entirely to W,,w. Similarly,
these residuals can also be attributed entirely to AW4. For
example, suppose that

G=
2- , r=10 W, =0.1, and Ws=0.1.I+ s'-a

and that u, the known input is a sinusoid of unit magnitude
at frequency, w = 0.1 rad/sec. The problem can be considered
as a constant matrix problem at w = 0-1 rad/sec. The input is
therefore 1, and the nominal modeled output would be Gu =
(1-j). Assume however that y is measured to be y = (1-1.lj)
The discrepancy could be attributed entirely to w, so that
W = -j, A =0, or entirely to A (A= -j, w=0).

To see the significance of this choice, consider the effect
of putting negative feedback from y to u. If A = 0 then the
resulting closed loop system is stable for any negative feedback
gain. Performance measured, say, as the transfer function
from w to y in the dosed loop system could then be made
arbitrarily good. If, on the other hand, A = -j, at w = 0.1,
then A could be, for example, A = Note that A
is stable and that flAt! = 1 at al frequencies. But negative
feedback around G + WAA is unstable if the gain is greater
than 10.

In this context the term ambiguity wil be used to de-
scribe uncertainty about uncertainty. The above system might
present little problem in practice as an experiment with u = 0
could be used to estimate W,sw, and an additional experiment
such that Gu > W,,w might give a reasonable estimate of
AWl. While the goal of good experimental design should to
reduce ambiguity in the modeling process, it is not practically
possible to remove it entirely.

Consider the simple example given above in the context of
identification. In a purely "black box" identification scheme
G, W,, and Wa are -unknown. The problem is even more
nonunique than the above example illustrates. One could pick

G 2.21G0=
1 + l18

and account for the observation with tw = 0 and A = 0. The
ambiguity could be taken still further - the above example
assumed that the A block entered the system additively, while
it could just as easily be modeled in several other ways.

This discuson illustrates the importance of information
about the structure of the model in the ietia proce-
dure. First principles modeling will often provide such in-
formation and an initial nominal model. Clearly engineer-
ing judgement will always be required in the generation of
Fu(P,A) models.

2.2 Model Validation

The model validation theory gives a means of testing a robust
control model against the past data. A necessary condition
for the suitability of a given model is that it can account for
all past data. In the robust control framework this means that
for each observed input-output datum there exists a model in
the model set able to generate that datum. Consider the data
to be a series of experiments. For each experiment the model
validation problem is as follows.

Model Validation Problem: Given a model, F(P,A&),
and an input-output datum (u,y), does there ezist (w,A) w E
BL2, A E BA, such that

y = F.(P,A) wD

This simply requires that there is an element of the model
set a;nd an element of the unknown input signal set such that
the observed datum is produced exactly. Any (,A,w) satisfying
this condition will be referred to as admissible. The norm in
m1wl and the norm-bonded set BA depend on the particular

problem.
The model validation test is therefore a necessary con-

dition for any model to describe a physical system. Model
validation is a misleading term; strictly speaking, it is never
possible to validate a model, only to invalidate it. The fact
that every experiment can be accounted for in this manner
provides little information about the model and the system.
The particular w and A do not necessarily bear any relation-
ship to physical signals.

2.3 Solution of the Model Validation Problem

This section will outline the solution of the constant matrix
model validation problem. Only a single perturbation block,
A, is considered for simplicity. The notation used is that of
Smith[l]. Here liwil will denote the usual Eucidean norm,
and BA will be the set of contractions in the corresponding
induced norm.

The assumptions of the model are reformulated as con-
straints on the signals illustrated in Figure 1. Define : =

1[ W T] The model accounting for the data is equivalent to
the equality constraint:

y -P23U= [P21 P2]zX (2)

This can be reparametrized by choosing V as a basis for the
null space of [ P21 P22 ] and no as the solution to Equation 2
that is orthogonal to V. Define the subspace X as the span
of [ J,v ]. Then : satisfies Equation 2 ifand only if T E X
and c o,.z >=11o112.

Define a new system, N, by
[PI PI 2 |

N= x*+ 1 1UO

0 I IF
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where the zeros are added to make N square. Smith gives a
motivatio for defining such a system. Fbr notational cove-
nience define two projections, RI and R2, by R1: = v, and
R23 = w. Fan and Tits[3J give the folloing definition of the
two block p problem.

,f= 7 | 11R2112:17 1jR2N:fH }
This formulatio leads to an approach for the model validation
problem. Introduce the additional constraint that x E X into
the above problem. Now calculate

70 = SUP -7 1IR1x2llt7 < IIR2N:11
.Y,xcX J 2 l- J 2 -I (3)

Now 70 < 1 if and only if there exists an admissible (A,w)
for the model validation problem. This restricted problem
inherits many of the properties of the underlying p problem.
In particular a 7 and : can be found that bonds 70 above.
In the model validation case, the z satisfying the constraints
of Equation 3 can be scaled such that < zo, x >= lI011.2

The model validation problem for systems decomposes into
independent problems at each frequency if one poses the fol-
lowing optimization problem.

min lIwil subject to ft1A < I (4)

and =Fd(N A) [']

The framework outlined above can treat this problem by
redefining To by

70= sup '7 0217~JRNf
P,WeX OR2X1I- )jjA2H

Now 70 is the solution to the imization problem of Equa-
tion 4.

The above discussi illustrates that the presece of exper-
imental data, and hence an equlty constraint, can be treated
by restricting the p optimizaton problem to a subspace, X.
Note also that the scaling, 7, does not have to apply to all con-
straints of the problem. The nonhomogeneously scad prob-
lem is referred to as "skewed p".

The slution to the model validation given by Smith only
addresses the case where A contais non-repeated ful com-
plex perturbation bloks. Similar soution methods are ex-
pected to extend this to the repeated complex perturbation
case. It will be shown that an extension to the repeated real
perturbation case is required to solve the robust parameter
identification problem.

3 Robust Parameter Identification
3.1 A Generic Model
The geneic identificatio/modd validation structue of Fig-
ure 1 is also considered here with one difference. The system
is now considered to be fractional on a more general vaniable,
9. Strcture is imposed on t by restrictin E9 * where

* = diag ( Sn, , A ),

where each of the diagonal elements can themselves have block
diagonal structure. This represents a division of the fractional
parameter into three types. These are:

n Paramete which have an a priori kwn reLationship
to the data and the model. Typical examples would be
frequecy, or parameter assumed to vay in me a pri-
ori known way acros the data set, such as when data is
taken from dmilar but nonidentical systems which dif-
fer in some way that is modeled exactly. An example
of this could be otherwise identical mechanical systems
with some differnces in the mass of some of the com-
ponents, Thus in a system model the actual values of
nI are assumed to be known, and consquently the data
can be expresed as afunction of Q1: (p(QS), u(fl)).

e A priori ounkown elements which may be fixed with re-
spect to subsets of the elements of Q. The goal of the
identification experiment is to seect a suitable e E e.
The simplest example of this would be an unknown pa-
rameter which was asmed to be fixed across all data
sets. A more complicated example would be a-parameter
which is fixed for the duration of any single experiment,
but may vary between experiments. Thus for each ex-

periment, it would be fixed across al values of fiequency.
In the problems consdered here 0 will typically repre-
sent real parameter variations.

A Unknown perturbations which are allowed to vary with
respect to all elements of 0. These might be nknown
bounded dynamics where the unknown value is allwed
to be different at each frequency.

In setting up a model in this form, one puts as much a
pnori information as possible into the interconnection struc-
ture M. The known correlation between dlements of the data,
($Q),NQ)), and the model is reflected in the choice of Qt.
This ramework may seem contnrved, but hopefully the sif-
icance of these distinctions wil be made clear in the examples
which follw. The typical robust control model is constructed
with * = A.

When a robust control model is required for the purpose
of design, certain of the elements of? will have known values.
In particular06E73 will be completely known. E eE will also
be known, the values having been determined by a prior iden-
tification experiment. A will be unknown but norm bounded.
Simlarly, the input w is nknlown but norm bounded. The
norm bounds on 4 and w can be assumed to be unity with-
out los of generality.

Closing the loops around f and Ogivesrise tothestandard
robust control model, N = F,(M,(l,0)), with the input-
output relationship descibed by

vFmXN,A&)[J AEBA,wEBL2.

The 0 values we prescnbed; fin suitable values for e
from experimental (y(fl),(0)) datais referred to as the robust
parameter identification problem and will be considered in the
remainder of this paper.

3.2 Ambiguity and the Admissible Set
In an experiment (y,u) is the measured datum, M and SI,
are known by hypothesis, and one wishes to determine 0 such
that the assumptions of the resulting robust control model are
satisfied. In other words, there exists A 6 BA and w E BL2,
such that

V = F. (M,()[ut *E? (5)
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In general the (0,A,w) satisfying Equation 5 are not unique
reflecting the presence of ambiguity.

The 0, A and w can be traded off, giving different robust
control models. Even for a fixed 0, there will be a set of (A,w)
satisfying the input-output relationship of Equation 5. This
will allow a choice of norm bounds on the A and w satisfying
the model assumptions, giving a set of possible interconnection
structures, N.

Define as the feasible set, the set of all (E,A,w) such that

y Fu(M,diag(Qt0tA))[ ] AEBA, wtE BL2.

Define the admissible set as all elements in the feasible set
that satisfy the norm bounds: I1AII < 1, llull S 1. These
terms are used by Smith[lJ for the model validation problem.
The extension of the definitions to the more general problem
given here is trivial. It should be noted that these sets can be
defined equivalently on either (A,w), or the signals (v,w).

Ambiguity arises when the admissible set contains more
than a single element. The admissible set is defined for a
given an input-output experimental datum (y,u) for a partic-
ular model, (M,0,A,A). In general ambiguity occurs and one
needs a particular method of choosing 03 in order to form the
robust control model for design purposes.

3.3 A Performance Function

Consider the problem of selecting 0) from the admissible set
to form

N = F,(M, diag(fl, 0)).

Selecting e from the admissible set means choosing a 0 such
that there exists A and w with (0,A,w) a member of the
admissible set.

The choice of the "best" e depends on the intended use
of the resulting interconnection structure N. A means of as-
signing a performance value to 0 is required. Define such a
performance function, 4, where

* : (f, G,A,BL2) R+t

This definition is rather useless; it serves only to formalize the
idea of choosing the "best" model for the system. One can
then construct an optimization problem for finding a robust
control model for the system.

Given M, fl, y(Q), and u(fQ),

min (fl, e, A, w) s.t. (0,A, w) E admissible set.
AEA,W

In other words, find the best unknown parameters, 0, that
allow the construction of a model, F(M,(fl,0)), that can
account for the observed datum. It is of value to note however
that performance functions can be defined which result in the
above optimization reducing to a p calculation of the type
discussed in Section 2.3.

Consider the model validation problem in this framework.
In this problem a candidate robust control model is compared
to the datum. There is no 0 component in A. The prob-
lem then becomes does there exist an admissible (A,w). In
the problem studied by Smith[1], the performance function is
chosen as

*(Ql,AlW) = IW

Here $ is a set of frequendes, -,... ,w,n and the input and
output data are known at each frequency: y(w,), u(w,), i =
1,..., n. The choice of llwll as the performance function has
the advantage that minimizing w(wt), i = 1 . . ., n, minimizes
$(f, A, t). The problem then breaks down into n indepen-
dent problems as the A is also independent over frequency:
For each wi, i = 1, ... , n, the model validation problem be-
comes, using the notation yj = y(wi),

min Ilwtli subject to y-= F0(M(jwi), Ai) [ i]

and lAcill < 1.

This paper will introduce a framework which can handle
certain types of performance functions which do not break
down into independent p type problems for each value of Q2.
The robust parameter identification problem has this property.

4 A Series of Examples

The concepts of the previous sections will be illustrated by a
series of examples. These will be progressively more difficult
problems, leading up to the robust parameter identification
problem.

4.1 Calculating a Frequency Response

This example considers the case when 'P = fl. There are no
parameters, 0, nor is there any uncertainty, A. The simplest
meaningful problem in such a framework is the calculation of
a frequency response.

Consider a known single-input single-output transfer func-
tion which is to be calculated at a series of frequencies: wi,
i = 1, ... , n.

The example system is described by the transfer function

y = u =1 + rs (6)
This can be described as a linear fractional transformation on
ifs,

y=F0(M,l/s)u, where M= [-1k 1I-]

The transfer function can be evaluated for each frequency, wi,
by calculating the LFT above for s = jwi. However all n
transfer function values can be calculated simultaneously by
duplicating each Mij, i, j = 1, 2, element of this LFT n times.
This gives

-1 ~ ~ ~ ~~ -/rI /Iy=-F ,(M,-In)ft, where Mf== i/ ]

The notation In denotes an identity of dimension n. Note that
the dimensions of y and £ are n. Duplicating the original LFT
in the above manner gives an LFT fractional on 1/sln. Re-
place this term by Ql and select Ql = diag(jw1, ...,jwn). One
could alternatively view this operation as making the substi-
tution s = Jwi, for i = 1, . . . , n and generating n expressions
of the transfer function in LFT form. These transfer functions
are then stacked and row and column rearrangement wiU yield
Fu(Mf,I) as above.

Now close the loop around Ql, giving

N = F,,(M,fl) = M22 + M2lQ(In + QMuYtf10)- 2.
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The itll diagonal element of N is the transfer function evalu-
ated at a = jwi. This method extends trivially to any transfer
function by noting that

C(aI,z - A)-1B + D = F,O(M, i/sInr),
where

M= [AB1d A E
M[CDJ nAR~t

The above example considered a SISO system. The discussion
applies directly to MIMO system with the result that N is
block diagonal. Clearly, in this example, the problem can be
decomposed into n independent problems.

4.2 A Model Validation Example
The interconnection structure for this problem will be formed
with P = diag(fl,A). Consider the system shown in Figure 2,
where G is that given in the previous section, Equation 6.
The weighted model, r, W., and Wa in the block diagram, is
given. There are measurements of y and u at n frequencies,
wig i = 1,..., in. The model validation question is simply does
there exist A E BA, and wa E BL2, such that the input-
output observation tan be accounted for exactly. Refer to
Smith[1] for an experimental method for setting up such a
problem.

This can be expressed as an LFT on 1/s and A.

y = F(M, diag(l/s, A)) []

where

M11M 1 F-1/T 0 0 lr |
M= M 121M2 0 0 0 W&41M-1~ Mn =

1 wn 1

Note that Mil E R2X2. As in the example of the previous
section, duplicate this structure n times. Row and column
rearrangement and replacing *I4 by Q, will lead to the follow-
ing.

y=F,,(ft, diag(Ql, Al....sh))[u

where A? is being considered as fractional on a general fl.
Note that MSn E R2nX2n, Ql E CSxn, and Co E C". Note also
that the duplication of the block structure M has resulted in n
perturbation blocks, A1,..., An. If A is assumed to be inde-
pendent at each frequency then A in t}he 2n x 2n * structure
consists of n blocks. If the A in the problem was assumed to
be fixed for all frequencies the resulting A C 'P would be a

single block repeated n times. This distinction will be made
more dearly in the example of Section 4.3.

Again choose a particular Q2, in this case the frequen-
cies corresponding to the input-output measurements, Q) =

diag(jwl,...jo,j). The inputs u, and outputs, y, have the
following interpretation.

y(w1) ' (Qi)

Y(Wn) J Y(n )
I

Form N by dosing the loop aromund Q2 given above, N =

F.(M,Ql). The resulting N E C"X2P and now describes the
following system.

Figure 3: Blok Diagram of the Parameter Identification Ex-
ample

9 = F,(N,ciag(A,&, **,,n) [u ]

The problem is now to test for the existence of n perturbation
blocks, A, and wv E C" such that the model accounts for the
data. However the n perturbation blocks, A, are in the form
of a well defined uncertainty structure. The above problem is
therefore a single model validation problem.

One can use the larger problem for N and allow a wider va-

riety of performance functions than that originally considered
by Smith. For example, consider

= Ildiag(A,. . .,A,w(w 1), W(.n))
The optimization problem reduces to a p problem with the
constraint that the signals achieving p be constrained to a sub-

space. The optimization problem now has n times as many

variables as each of the previous problems. The solution of
this problem would give a number, a, such that there exists
A and w accounting for the observations exactly and at each
frequency IhAil < a, and 1iw(wi)II <ca. There exists an admis-
sible (A,w) if and only if a < 1.

4.3 A Robust Parameter Identification Example

The example of the previous two sections is extended to a
robust parameter identification problem. Consider the time
constant, r, to be uncertain. It is likely that bounds on r can
be postulated for a physical problem. Assume then that r lies
within a range; r,,i,n < r < rm,= Reformulate this as

r = ro+ W9 where 9E R, J64 < 1.

The nominal, ro, and the weight, Wr are given by

Wr= (r,w. --r,,j)/2, and mr =rr, + Wr.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of this system.

This can be reformulated as an LIFT on t = diag(s,G, A).
Figure 4 illustrates the LFT formulation,

p=F.(M, diag(s, , ))[W].

The subblocks of M arm
-1/ro -1/ro 01

M11= -Wr/To -Wr/ro 0,
0 0 0

(7)

M12 = l |

1/TrO
M13 = W rIo , M21 = [ I 0 1 1,
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Figure 4: LFT formulation of the Robust Parameter Identifi-
cation Example

Mn2=[Wn], Mn=[1[]l
The input-output data is known at a series of frequencies,

wi, i = 1,. . ., n. Again the LFT of Equation 7 is duplicated
at each frequency, a = jW,, giving the system,

where 9 E P = diag(fl,e,A). The subblocks are struc-
tured as e = Ih,, and A = diag(A,...,A,). Choose Q =
diag(jw, . . . ,jwn), and dose the upper loop around Q, giving
N = F,(f, Q). The resulting system is

where
9 E 'P = diag(0,A) = diag(OI1n,Ax,...,A*).

As in the example of Section 4.2, the inputs, u, and outputs,
y, have the interpretation of vectors over Q.

Consider the block structure, ', for this system. A is in-
duded n times as, by the hypotheses of the model, the value
of A is independent over frequency. However, for the param-
eter identification problem to make sense, 9 is required to be
a constant over all frequencies. It therefore enters the struc-
ture, P, as a repeated block. Furthermore the value of 9 is
required to be real. It is the presence of this constant pa-
rameter which prevents the problem being decomposed into a
smaller independent problem at each of the n frequencies.

The robust parameter identification problem now becomes
the problem of finding 9 such that there exists A E BA and
tv E BL2 such that

yFu(N, diag(6Pin, Al,. ** An)) [ U

The performance function, 4(0, A, w), allows one to choose
the "best" such 9.

The physical requirement that 1i1 < 1 also allows the
choice of performance functions that make the robust parame-
ter identification problem into a model validation problem. As
11811 < 1, there exists an admissible (0,A,ti) if and only if there
exists an admissible (9,tw) for the model validation problem
where I E diag(e, A). A choice of performance function, 4,
which allows this to be posed as a p type optimization problem
is

4(9 A, uv) = fldiag(9I,,,A1, .* A,, w(wi), . . w(PO))II
Solving this problem by search techniques will yield a 9

that is part of an admissible (0,A,w).

5 Solving the Identification Problem

The example of the previous section showed how the robust
parameter identification problem can be reformulated as a
constant matrix model validation problem in a larger dimen-
sion. Consideration of the differences between the model val-
idation problem solved by Smith and the robust parameter
identification problem will highlight the areas requiring fur-
ther research. The major differences are:

* The problem does not decompose as a constant matrix
problem at each frequency.

* The model validation problem can only treat nonrepeated
blocks with full complex uncertainty. The robust param-
eter identification problem leads to p type problems with
repeated real uncertainties.

* The model validation solution discussed by Smith con-
siders only one peribrmance function, * = Ilwul. Others
may be preferred.

The first item poses no difficulty conceptually. The previ-
ous discussion has shown that the problem can be posed as a

large constant matrix p type problem. If any parameters are

required to be constant across U the dimension of the problem
can lead to computability problems.

The second item is the most serious difficulty. The upper
bound methods for p extend easily to the repeated complex
case. This should also hold for the model validation prob-
lems given the strong connection between the p upper bound
methods and Lagrange multipliers for model validation. Ex-
tending p to real valued perturbations is the subject of a great
deal of reseach. See for example, Young[4] and the referenoes
contained therein.

The choice of$ = liwil in the original model validation
problem was motivated by the desire to have the problem de-
compose into independent problems at each frequency. This is
no longer an issue in the large interconnection structure - all
frequencies are specified as elements of U and included in the
single problem. More general p like, performance functions
can now be considered.
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